**Animal Rock**

Three switch plates help kids learn animal sounds in this multi-sensory toy. Three finger isolation buttons located on the “rocks” cause the device to vibrate and make soothing water sounds; you can also activate a light, and listen to forest noises and owl sounds. The device can be used on a tabletop or mounted on a wall.

Skills Supported: Animal Recognition, Auditory Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory

**Bobble & Giggle Pals**

Sliding and toggling, pulling and turning—open the doors to friendly faces. The pals pop up and bobble as the sounds of animals, music, and giggles play. Device has an on/off and volume control switch.

Bubble Busy Box

Perfect for encouraging exploration! This cheery busy box is guaranteed to provide you with hours of fun. Just push the brightly colored buttons or tug on the pull ball switches, and you’ll activate vibration, lights, or music.


Butterfly Light and Music Puzzle

This delightful butterfly puzzle is equipped with removable blocks that accommodate four differently shaped and colored pegs. As each peg is correctly inserted into its corresponding block, a string of lights on the butterfly's wings starts flashing. When all the pegs are successfully put in place, music plays and the butterfly's eyes light up. Fun to watch and enjoy!

Skills Supported: Auditory/Spatial/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Color/Shape Recognition, Fine Motor Skills, Matching, Visual Discrimination
Compact Activity Center

This small-scale activity center is designed to provide sensory stimulation and cognitive activity. Great for the user whose physical mobility may be limited due to positioning needs. It features a bead curtain, a dome with brightly-colored sequins which spin when the button is pressed, a textured plate which vibrates and lights up when pressed, and a pull ball that turns on a music box.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Fine Motor Skills

Coordination Maze

This coordination maze is perfect for working on object manipulation. The goal is to guide the ball bearing along the different paths. To upgrade the skill level, simply stand while using.

Skills Supported: Balance, Directional Awareness, Focus, Hand-Eye Coordination, and Upper Extremity Strengthening, Visual Tracking
Count to the Beat Elmo

Count to the Beat Elmo is a touch activated toy. Push any of the colored buttons to start. Elmo is the leader as you follow the light patterns of up to five colors and count to the beat.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Rhythm, Sequencing, Visual Tracking

Hearing Impaired Activity Center

This activity center features a bright yellow plate which lights up when touched, a pull-ball which activates a fan, and a blue plate which vibrates at the slightest touch.

Skills supported: Fine Motor Skills, Tactile Awareness
Magnetic Express

Use the magnetic wands to guide the metal balls through the maze and select your destination! This puzzle can be used as a game between two players in which they race to each get all balls to the center.

Skills Supported: Dexterity, Directional Awareness, Fine Motor Skills, Focus, Hand-Eye Coordination, Visual Tracking

Multisensory Activity Center

This plastic prism encourages manual exploration on all five sides. When a wooden roller is rotated, a music box plays; when a finger is poked into a hole, a light flashes; a tug on a pull-ball produces a buzzing sound; and a simple push on a plate causes vibration. The fifth side features a Velcro-attached, unbreakable plastic mirror which conceals the battery compartment.

Skills supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Fine/Gross Motor Skills
Nursey Rhyme Caterpillar

Listen and learn! Enjoy your favorite nursery rhymes with this brightly colored, textured friend. Each of the tactile switches plays a pre-recorded nursery rhyme while multi-colored lights twinkle along. Rhymes include “Mary Had a Little Lamb,” “Jack and Jill,” “Humpty Dumpty,” and “Little Miss Muffet.”

Skills supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Auditory/Tactile Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Rhythm, and Speech Development

Parts of a Whole Puzzle

This geometric shape maze has large knobbed pieces, each representing half of a shape that the child can slide through the maze to match up with the other half. Messages can be pre-recorded for each shape so that when a correct match is made, the child is rewarded. Total recording time is 300 seconds on six levels. This puzzle also acts as a switch, which turns on a device when the puzzle is correctly completed.

Skills supported: Auditory/Directional/Tactile Awareness, Color/Shape Recognition, Fine Motor Skills, Form Constancy, Hand-Eye Coordination, Matching, Visual Closure, and Visual Discrimination
Pokey the African Elephant

Press Pokey the Elephant’s buttons for a variety of sounds and colored lights. Hear an elephant trumpeting, a thunderstorm, and various other jungle noises. Pokey also vibrates when the thunderstorm is activated.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory

Push n' Pop Fish Pond

This exciting toy will delight kids with its popping action! Simply push down on a painted fish, and it pops up and out of the pond. The painted oval base is constructed out of durable, solid wood and has a built-in spring mechanism under each fish.

Skills Supported: Color Recognition, Fine Motor Skills, Spatial/Tactile Awareness
Therapeutic Manipulator

This bright activity center encourages therapeutic movements. Pull on one of the two wiggle people to activate cartoon sounds. The wedge can be easily removed for wall mounting.

Skills supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Fine Motor Skills

UFO Busy Box

Learn and explore while blasting into space! Spin this UFO on its lazy susan base and press its brightly colored buttons for special sound, light, and vibration rewards.

Special Skills: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory
BASIC SKILLS
Basic Skills Board

Getting dressed won’t be such a puzzle once zipping, buckling, snapping, lacing, tying, and other dressing skills are mastered. Each skill is contained on a separate wooden puzzle piece for easy practice.

Skills supported: Dexterity, Fine Motor Skills, Form Constancy, Matching, Object Recognition, Spatial/Tactile Awareness, and Visual Memory

Bilibo

Bilibo is a very versatile toy: perfect for rocking and spinning as well as a great accessory for role playing. This toy invites children to use their imagination, to invent their own games, to learn, play, and have fun in an active and creative way. Deceptively and elegantly simple and magically attractive, the Bilibo is immediately appealing. Sit in it, stand on it, spin in it or stack it. Rock it, fill it, wear it or slide it. Physically, the Bilibo helps develop balance, coordination, motor skills. Intellectually, it stimulates creativity, imagination and role playing, elements of social development.

Skills Supported: Balance, Creativity, Gross Motor Skills, Hand-eye Coordination, Spatial Awareness
Cheeseburger Building Toy

Featuring a variety of colorful textures, this cheeseburger is adorable, engaging, and durable. Great for practicing with buttons, snaps, and Velcro, this toy is a cuddly way to improve finger tasks.

Skills Supported: Dexterity, Fine Motor Skills, Motor Planning, Object Recognition, Sequencing, Tactile Awareness

Froggy Toss & Grip

This adorable, amphibian twist on the classic catch game is great for babies as well as children! Made with durable materials, this game makes working on movement skills fun.

Skills Supported: Gross Motor Movement, Hand-eye Coordination, Spatial/ Tactile Awareness, Upper Extremity Strengthening
Giant Knob First Puzzles

Little hands have no problem piecing together these adorable puzzles! Each simple puzzle has three wooden pieces with giant, easy-grip knobs - so they're a cinch for kids to grab and fit in place. With matching illustrations right on the puzzle boards, they couldn’t be better for beginners. Set includes 4 wooden puzzles: Pets, Vehicles, Fruit, and Farm.

Skills Supported: Fine Motor Skills, Form Constancy, Matching, Object Recognition, Spatial Awareness, Visual Discrimination

Lacing Shoe

"I can do it myself!" Few things will give your child more satisfaction than mastering shoe lacing and tying skills. This wooden high-top sneaker will make practicing enjoyable and help your child reach this developmental milestone.

Skills Supported: Dexterity, Fine Motor Skills, Directional Awareness
Latches Board

Children love playing with the different latches found on this wonderful teaching aid. The beautifully crafted wooden board features polished brass locks, latches, hooks, and clasps. Behind every door is a hidden picture!

Skills Supported: Dexterity, Fine Motor Skills, Tactile Awareness, Visual Memory

Learn to Dress Monkey

Learn To Dress Monkey teaches children how to dress on their own from head to toe. Made of plush fabric, this chimp helps your child learn essential life skills while they have fun. Develop fine motor skills in children by practicing how to snap, hook, buckle, zipper, loop, tie and more. All clothes come completely off so your monkey can be re-dressed. This safe and fun toy measures 21-inches tall and is made of a soft fabric designed especially for little hands. Learn how to put on socks, lace up shoes, put on a t-shirt and even button up.

Skills Supported: Dexterity, Fine Motor Skills, Directional Awareness, Motor Planning, Sequencing
Magnetic Student Board

Form words and sentences on this 10” x 14” magnetic display board. It contains 88 capital and lower case letters and a magnetic white board.

Skills Supported: Color Recognition, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Fine Motor Skills, Form Constancy, Phonics Skills

Perceptual Motor Trainer

By taping any simple or complex design to the plate (such as a line or letter of the alphabet) a path for the child’s pencil is created. When the pencil strays off the path, a buzzer sounds and a light goes on, thus reinforcing motor learning with visual and auditory cues. This training aid is especially helpful at improving hand-eye coordination!

Skills Supported: Auditory/Directional/Visual Awareness, Focus, Hand-eye Coordination, Motor Planning
Phonics Tiles

This educational electronic toy can be played in so many ways that it is appropriate for children from as young as 2 up to 7 years of age.

Phonics Tiles features slots for 26 alphabet tiles (both uppercase and lowercase letters). Children can place the tiles into the Learning board at the top, which allows them to create words as long as 5 letters. There are 4 modes of play: kids can hear a song about letters and sound, play a game in which they find a letter or picture, explore sounds and build words, or spell requested words.

Even if the letter combination is not a real word, the Learning Board will sound it out. The toy also tracks learning progress, so that if a child spells “ran” in one mode, they may be asked to spell “pan” in another.

Skills Supported: Auditory Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Color Recognition, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Phonics Skills, Speech Development
Pizza Party Building Toy

Delivering speedy dressing skills to your door! This cloth pizza features buttons and a zipper to improve everyday skills and a crinkly-sounding “crust.” Even delayed teens will find this durable, fun toy age-appropriate.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile Awareness, Dexterity, Fine Motor Skills, Motor Planning, Object Recognition, Sequencing

Rainbow Magnetic Blocks

These bright blocks go together any way kids choose for no-fail building. What’s the secret? Magnetism! Easy to put together and take apart, these Magnetic Blocks allow children to build diagonally, sideways, even upside-down! The set of 21 building pieces comes in a convenient plastic tub.

Skills Supported: Color/Shape Recognition, Creativity, Fine/Gross Motor Skills, Spatial Awareness
Roll 'n Twist

Roll it, twist it, and wiggle it! This fun toy includes 16 sections that make up two complete wheels, one long snake, or whatever you can imagine!

Skills Supported: Creativity, Color Recognition, Spatial Awareness, And Upper Extremity Strengthening, Visual Closure

Sandpaper Letters

Smooth cards with sandpaper-textured letters to trace with the finger make kids want to experience the sensation again and again. Directional arrows on each card show the way to correct letter formation so children learn the movements to make each letter. The set includes 28 cards with lowercase letters and alternate forms of the letter "t."

Slant Board

This device is perfect for assisting with handwriting training. The slant encourages proper wrist position allowing for improved form in handwriting. Skills Supported: Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Handwriting Skills, Motor Planning, Phonics Skills, Postural Improvement/Stability

Soft & Safe Stringing Set

These easy-grip, animal-shaped rings come with giant laces, so it’s easy for small hands to practice stringing. The laces have built-in stoppers, so the rings stay in place. The set consists of 20 rings and 4 laces, all made of wipe-clean vinyl.

Skills Supported: Hand-Eye Coordination, Motor Planning, Matching, Sequencing, Spatial/Tactile Awareness
Stacking Blocks

These best-selling stacking blocks are great for introducing your child to the wonderful world of addition and subtraction. When you place one of the colorful wooden blocks on the stack, a light turns on. When the stacking task is completed, you are instantly rewarded with sweet music and even more bright lights.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Spatial/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Color Recognition, Fine Motor Skills, Sequencing

Talking Calculator

Make this talking calculator “speak” at the touch of any number or for answers only. Ideal for children with visual difficulties or for use in speech therapy.

Skills Supported: Arithmetic, Auditory/Tactile Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Number Recognition
These sets of unique interactive touch-and-feel cards for preschoolers cover core cognitive skills. Fun to look at and fun to touch! These cards accommodate a variety of learning styles. Children will learn to make the connection between pictures and words with the 5 large cards. The 18 rebus cards with pictures can be combined with the 12 word cards to create simple sentences. Parent Guide is included for guided learning.

COMMUNICATORS
Carousel Communicator

It’s easy to select your message of choice with the slightest push on the panels of this spinning communicator. Available with one level of 7 messages each, you can easily record and re-record messages with the push of a button for up to 5 seconds. Item comes with a few pre-made icons and plastic covers to hold them in place. Icon holders are held on with Velcro, so they can be quickly changed out.

Skills Supported: Auditory Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Color/Object Recognition, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Speech Development

Cheap Talk 4" (Inline) Communicator

This communication device includes an icon maker CD-ROM so that you can print out your own pictures, some pre-printed icons, and four switch plates in which to place them. Plastic covers ensure icons remain in place. Messages can be recorded and re-recorded with the push of a button for up to 5 seconds each or 20 seconds for a single message. Device comes with attached suction cups to adhere to any smooth surface.

Skills Supported: Auditory Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Object Recognition, Speech Development
Cheap Talk 8” Communicator

This communication device includes some pre-printed icons and 8 switch plates in which to place them. Plastic covers ensure icons remain in place. Messages can be recorded and re-recorded with the push of a button for up to 5 seconds each or 20 seconds for a single message. Device comes with attached suction cups to adhere to any smooth surface.

Skills Supported: Auditory Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Object Recognition, Speech Development

Grooved Platform Communicator

Operated by direct touch, this colorful, creative tool can be used with objects, words, or pictures on the raised platform. Pressing the switch plate will turn on a light and play a 5 second pre-recorded message that can be re-recorded as often as you’d wish. This device comes with 6 shatterproof cards on which pictures or words can be taped.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Color/Object Recognition, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Speech Development
**Icon Maker for Communication Builders**

Need a simple, inexpensive method for printing icons for a communication device? This CD-ROM allows you to print on regular copy paper and transparent paper. You can print 150 English, 198 Japanese, or 177 Spanish pre-made icons in 5 different sizes or you can also print blank templates.

Skills Supported: Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Object Recognition, Speech Development

**Language Tutor People & Animals Cards**

These beautiful, real-life photography flashcards help users improve their vocabulary skills for five important themes: people, my body, feelings, clothing and animals.

Skills Supported: Animal/Body Part/Object Recognition, Expressive Language Skills, Phonics Skills, Speech Development
Make your own recordings! This easy-to-use Rocking Recorder communicator allows you to record a message by pressing one side and play the message by touching the other.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Speech Development

This wonderful talking tool allows the user to visualize the formation of his or her words. It stores up to 20 seconds of speech and allows you to record four 5-second messages as often as needed. Simply touch the plate switch to activate your pre-recorded message and begin training.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Focus, Speech Development
The Talk 4 12-Level Communicator is a powerful tool loaded with features. It has 12 levels with 300 seconds of recording time.

Simply slide in your icon overlay through the slot and push the buttons or use an adaptive switch to activate messages and lights.


Device includes a recordable level announcer, single jack scanning with LED illumination, adjustable scanning speed, on/off auditory cueing, and a removable and adjustable carrying strap.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Visual Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Object Recognition, Speech Development
CUDDLY FRIENDS
Action-Eye Mike

Simply press the external capability switch (see our selection of switches) and Mike will say up to eight phrases!

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness

Bouncing Butterfly

Press a switch and this delightful butterfly crawls across the floor and plays music. Use with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement
Watch Chow Chow the dog walk, talk, and make doggy sounds. Super cute and cuddly! Use with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement

Adorable and cuddly, Floppy Bunny wiggles his ears and makes a cute sound. Use with one of our adaptive switches.
Caution: Treat me gently — Please do not bend or twist my ears!

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement
Jumpy Crab

Jumpy Crab loves to bounce! Full of surprises, this fun-loving crustacean responds to a clap of the hands, a giggle, or even a snap of the fingers.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement

Learning Baby Tad

This cuddly friend from LeapFrog has been adapted so you can access more than 10 messages and lively songs with one capability switch. Introduce your child to the alphabet, counting, body parts, and music. An additional nighttime mode works to soothe your child to sleep.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Body Part/Visual Recognition, Body Part/Letter Recognition, Receptive Language Skills, Rhythm, Speech Development
Watch Magic Frog move, croak, and ribbit—you might even see him catch a fly! For use with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement

Kids will love Disney's Frozen Sing and Swing Olaf. Olaf loves to perform and will delight as he dances and sings his iconic "In Summer" song. Olaf's mouth and head move as he dances to the beat and he comes with a cane and wearing the hat inspired by his outfit in the beloved movie. He can also say four fun phrases and can be activated by pressing his hand or with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement, Rhythm
Tickle Me Elmo Surprise

Try to find where Elmo is most ticklish! Touching his belly or activating the capability switch will set him shaking and giggling.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Body Part Recognition, Receptive Language Skills

Waddle Quaddle Penguin

This visitor from Antarctica needs some cuddling to warm him up! Waddle Quaddle flutters his wings, waddles, and talks to you in penguin language. Use with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement
ON THE MOVE
Bump and Go Plane

Nothing can stop this chubby Bump and Go Plane! When it runs into an object, it turns and goes in a different direction. The cockpit, wings, and beacon light up while the engines spin. Make sure that the on/off button remains in the off position when using it with the adaptive switch.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement

First Friends Car

So much happens when playing with this fun car! Push the friendly figure down into the seat to hear the car start and the horn honk. Then, the chassis moves up and down as the car goes forward a short distance. When it comes to a stop, the brake lights flash and the little friend giggles. Press the horn to make the lights flash. Includes an on/off switch.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Skills
Race to the finish with this infrared, remote-control car. Designed with large, brightly colored buttons, the remote is easy to access. Press the buttons to make the car go backward, forward and turn.

Skills Supported: Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement
POPPERS
Dome Alone

Everyone loves to watch these bright confetti-like objects dance around in this best-selling dome toy. This delightful mix of color, music, and light is appropriate for all ages. Use with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness

Dome Alone with Switch

This Dome Alone does not require an adaptive switch to turn on the fun. Simply press the round switch on top of the dome to set the glittery pom poms spinning, illuminate the lights, and enjoy the music. Can also be activated with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness
**Mini-Dome**

Eye-catching colors and vibrations make this dome toy a favorite. Simply press anywhere on the dome or its plate and the bright confetti spins, music plays, and the dome vibrates.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness

**Mini-Popper**

Press anywhere on this mini-popper for sensory stimulation: lights, music, vibration, and bouncing balls. May also be used with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness
Press the textured oval to send the stars rocketing through space and the music playing. May also be used with one of our adaptive switches.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness
These popular bead chains have an improved design for children who require greater stability. When your hand passes over the sensors, a red light blinks and music plays.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement

The Lights and Vibration Sensory Tube is easy-to-use and durable for providing sensory stimulation. Simply pick up the tube and hold it in a vertical position. Instantly you are rewarded with glowing lights and soothing vibrations. The intensity of the vibration may be adjusted for the desired effect.

Skills Supported: Directional/Tactile/Visual Awareness, In-Hand Manipulation
**Massage Pillow**

You’ll love the wonderful feeling this soft vibrating pillow offers! This bestseller is soothing; great for relieving stress, and can be fun to play with, too! Available with or without a switch.

Skills Supported: Body/Tactile Awareness, Reduced Hyperactivity

**Mini Rainbomaker**

A simple turn of this fun toy creates a magic combination of sound and color that captivates children. This Rainbomaker has a special prism in its walls that creates a rainbow of colors as the beads cascade through the tube.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Directional/Tactile/Visual Awareness, In-Hand Manipulation, Rhythm
Mondo Set

The Water Wiggles Mondo Set is wonderful for keeping those fingers and hands busy. The set consists of 6 fidgets that try to wiggle right out of your hands! Included are the Fire Cracker, Sealife Gel, Tropical Frogs, Glitter, Marble, and Pearl Wiggles.

Skills Supported: Tactile/Visual Awareness, Tactile/Visual Discrimination

Musical Bead Chain

This innovative Bead Chain is great for teaching the concept of cause and effect. As long as the beads are manipulated, the music stays on. The cool metal of the beads is an especially fascinating sensation.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement
Musical Light Box

This multipurpose musical light box can be used as a back-light for tracing or as a light source for people with visual impairments. Use with one of our adaptive switches.


Musical Rolling Pin

This roly-poly, clear cylinder is filled with a potpourri of brightly-colored sequins and a built-in music box. Just roll the pin to watch the sequins dance, and hear the music play.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Spatial/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Gross Motor Movement, In-hand Manipulation
Musical Surprise Bear

A music box that’s perfect for infants and toddlers. Wind up, press the button and the box opens to reveal a rotating bear. A beautiful, soothing melody plays as the bear spins. The bear’s image reflects in the shiny mirror. This is a durable, delightful toy that’s easy to operate.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness

My Transition Time (Weighted Vest Transition Pack)

This product mix is ideal for children who have difficulty transitioning, focusing, attending, or those who need extra proprioceptive input to certain parts of their bodies. My Transition Time Pack consists of one 2.2 lb. Halo weight, one 2 lb. medicine ball, one medium-sized weighted vest, and one small shoulder snake.

Skills Supported: Balance, Body Awareness, Coordination, Focus, Reduced Hyperactivity
Peace Out! This 12 light LED projector cycles between red, blue, green and multi-colored hues transforming your sensory room into a peaceful oasis. Equipped with a built-in speaker, the projector is iPod and MP3 compatible so that users can chill out to their favorite tunes while enjoying a virtual day at the beach! Optional shut off automatically turns off light after one hour. Light cycles include color transitions; red, blue, or green-only light; and flashing colors. Do NOT look directly at the LEDs.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Visual Awareness, Auditory Memory, Color Recognition, Reduced Hyperactivity, Rhythm

Tilt slowly forward and back while you watch and listen to the waves of colorful beads. Or, tap with the mallet or your hands for some snare drum rhythm. Groove to the sounds of the sea!

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, In-Hand Manipulation, Rhythm
This irresistible kit is loaded with sensory stimulation! Each brightly colored holder is housed in an impact-resistant frame that represents a different texture for sensory evaluation or treatment. Velcro backing allows the squares to be interchangeable. The unit contains the following material types: Unbreakable Mirror, Fine Sand Texture, Sparkle Holographic Film, Soft Fur, Small Orange Bumps, Large Black Bumps, Fuzzy Felt, and Coarse Velcro.

Skills Supported: Color Recognition, Tactile/Visual Awareness, Tactile/Visual Discrimination

Soft as grass or scaly like a snake? Each tile is different in this kit with six textures and colors for sensory exploration. Place on floor or hang on the wall for tactile exploration. Users may touch and describe textures that feel like grass, glitter, sand-paper, plush, snake skin and carpet, and the non-slip backing keeps tiles in place.

Skills Supported: Color Recognition, Tactile/Visual Awareness, Tactile/Visual Discrimination
Shapes & Sounds Sorter

Five shape-sorting critters slide down tubes making a rewarding whistling sound. The center of the base is a rainstick, so the beads will cascade when the toy is turned over.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Tactile/Visual Awareness, Color/Shape Recognition, Fine Motor Skills, Matching, Visual Discrimination

Side-Lyer Toy

This multisensory toy is designed to stimulate and entertain a child whose mobility is limited. The brightly colored plate activates lights and vibration when lightly touched, and children love to play with the somatosensory bead chains.

Skills Supported: Body/Tactile/Visual Awareness
Sound Effects Carousel

Pre-recorded sounds are played when the child presses one of the 12 sides of this delightful spinning toy. The two tiers each contain six 2” x 2” picture frames on top of brightly colored switch plates. Velcro allows the frames to be interchanged. The 12 sound effects and matching pictures are: Motorcycle, Police Car, Racecar, Jet, Truck, Birds, Lightning, Ocean, Dolphins, Boat, Helicopter, and Train. This toy can also be used like the game “Concentration”: Remove all of the picture frames, then play back the sounds one at a time to match each picture with their sound.


Stepping Stones Tactile Disc Set

These highly irresistible tactile rubber discs are perfect for sensory exploration. Each of the 5 (10.5” diameter) discs has a corresponding smaller disc (4.5” dia.). The therapeutic possibilities are increased by using both discs in a variety of ways. Activities such as tactile recognition, matching, patterning and color recognition are just a few! Set includes 5 large discs, 5 smaller discs, 1 blindfold, bag, and instructions.

Skills Supported: Balance, Color Recognition, Gross Motor Movement, Matching, Sequencing, Tactile/Visual Awareness, Tactile/Visual Discrimination, Tactile/Visual Memory
Super Sunlight

Spinning light! The Super Sunlight rotates to add color and excitement to your sensory space area. It has bright colors that spin around creating great colorful patterns, perfect for increasing visual attention.

Skills Supported: Visual Awareness, Visual Tracking

Texture Dominoes

These are dominos with a difference: Instead of matching numbers, children are matching colors and textures!

Skills Supported: Matching, Tactile Awareness, Tactile Discrimination
**Texture Train**

By feeling either end of the 5 window and wheel knobs, children can explore 5 different tactile materials ranging from sandpaper rough to velvety soft and can match each knob’s texture to the base. The game can be solved in 4 different ways to keep young learners challenged.

Skills Supported: Fine Motor Skills, Matching, Tactile Awareness, Tactile Discrimination

---

**Toobaloo Auditory Feedback Phone**

Accelerate reading fluency and pronunciation easily with this toy. Created by a teacher, the Toobaloo is an educational tool designed to help children learn to read and enhance speech by simply hearing themselves speak. Children speak softly into the Toobaloo and the phone-like design magnifies their voice for crystal clear auditory feedback. It's the educational tool that kids love to use because it feels like a fun toy too!

Skills Supported: Auditory Awareness, Auditory Discrimination, Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Focus, Speech Development
Check out one of these sets of awesome Touch and Feel books. Each set features 5 board books focusing on favorite animals or familiar objects with tactile patches on each page. Textured pictures and simple text are great for sensory exploration and generating interest in books.

Skills Supported: Animal/Object Recognition, Auditory/Tactile Awareness, Focus, Letter/Word Recognition, Phonics Skills, Receptive Language Skills, Speech Development, Tactile Discrimination

Evoking a magical underwater effect, this fuzzy friend is a calming influence on everyone he meets! His aquamarine color, wave-like motions and two soothing sounds simulate the peaceful mood inspired by an ocean breeze. Simply place Tranquil Turtle on a flat surface in a dark room to light up the ceiling with a wave-like pattern. Adjustable settings for brightness, movement and volume provide the opportunity for an individualized sensory experience. This turtle will even automatically shut off after 23 minutes to help you fall asleep!

Skills Supported: Auditory/Visual Awareness, Reduced Hyperactivity
Tubular Vibrator

Feels fabulous! Our flexible 2-speed vibrator can be wrapped around almost any body part to provide soothing and energizing vibrotactile feedback. Its flexible sponge-like texture curves freely to any body shape. For use with one of our adaptive switches; will not function without a switch.

Skills Supported: Body/Tactile Awareness, Reduced Hyperactivity

Twirly Whirly Rainbomaker

A simple turn of this fun toy creates a magic combination of sound and color that captivates children. The Twirly Whirly has 3 wheels that turn as the beads fall around them.

Skills Supported: Auditory/Directional/Tactile/Visual Awareness, In-Hand Manipulation, Rhythm
Imagine one, big, wearable hug. Here it is: the weighted compression vest that encourages the big trifecta of calm, focus, and concentration for learning. There's a soft neoprene shell for comfort (think deep-sea divers), air-conditioned mesh sides, and pockets to place adjustable weights. It's lightning-fast to put on, take off and adjust. Easy-on, Velcro closures on sides and shoulders make size adjustment a snap. You place weights in the safe, closed pockets: add, remove and adjust as you'd like. Medium vest includes 2 1/2lb weights and 4 1/4lb weights.

Skills Supported: Body Awareness, Focus, Reduced Hyperactivity
SIGN LANGUAGE
Finger Alphabet Lotto

Learn the sign language alphabet with this matching lotto game. Increase letter recognition skills and improve motor development while having fun—it's perfect for pre-readers and young readers alike. There are two ways to play this matching game: match the picture to the picture or match the picture to the letter. Game includes 8 two-sided lotto boards, 48 lotto draw cards, instructions, and an alphabet A-Z chart.

Skills Supported: Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Sign Language Skills

Keep Quiet Sign Language Crossword Cubes Game

Learn or improve fingerspelling skills while playing this exciting Scrabble type game. It features finger spelled letters and can be played with friends or alone. You have up to 3 minutes to make words from the sign language alphabet cubes—your opponent may challenge you on a word, but must do it silently. Even experienced signers will increase their vocabulary.

Skills Supported: Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Sign Language Skills
The object of Sign It! is to complete your journey before anyone else by signing or fingerspelling the word on the card you draw within 30 seconds. There are over 800 signs to learn, and the game includes the book Signing Illustrated.

Skills Supported: Expressive/Receptive Language Skills, Sign Language Skills
Due to the nature of this pediatric positioning system, a rental agreement form must be signed prior to checkout.

This pediatric positioner is designed specifically for early intervention programs serving infants from birth to three years of age.

By stimulating the child’s imagination and curiosity, the Tadpole encourages children to become actively involved in their own therapy. Infants and young children with cerebral palsy, motor delays, or other motor dysfunctions benefit from this multiple use unit.

The Tadpole comes complete with a shoulder-carrying bag to conveniently store and transport all modules. Also included are the Positioner Base, Small Half Roll, Large Half Roll, Wedge, Tray with Mirror, and Positioning Strap. All modules are made of molded foam with a soft, seamless body-fluid resistant coating.
SWITCHES: SENSORY ENCOURAGEMENT

Dino Switch

This happy dino delights the user with lights and gentle vibration while activating any capable device. An on/off switch allows you to use the Dino as a switch without the lights and vibration.

Glitter Roll Music Box Switch

This innovative switch provides hours of sensory stimulation with its roller action and built-in music box. The clear, cylindrical roller contains a potpourri of sparkling shapes. Simply roll it to activate the music box. It can be used as an external capability switch without music when connected to a toy or device. Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.
Gooshey Switch

This soft, sparkly pillow lights up, vibrates and plays music. Press down on the squishy surface to activate a toy or device. This can also be used alone as a sensory toy.

Happy Pin Switch

The slightest touch rewards the user with bright lights, happy music and soothing vibration. Individual rewards can be turned on or off by a hidden switch.

Koosh Switch

Children of all ages will enjoy this colorful switch. Touch the compelling ball of rubber strings and you are instantly rewarded with lights, music, and vibration.
Excellent for both hearing and mildly visually impaired individuals, the face of this plate glows with a bright light when the switch is activated.

This switch comes with bead chains and an unbreakable plastic mirror—perfect for the child who requires extra sensory input. When touched the plate vibrates and plays music, but it can also be used as a capability switch with other devices. Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.
Small Oval Texture Switch

The brightly-colored oval textured switch invites exploration and provides sensory stimulation. This smaller size is perfect for little hands. Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.

Textured Roller Switch

Once you have felt the bumps on this roller switch, you won’t be able to resist rolling it again and again. It provides a special somatosensory experience. May be used as a capability switch by spinning the drum or on its own: Spinning the drum activates light, music, and vibration.
This ultra-sensitive switch responds to a whisper or a loud clap. You can easily set the sound threshold level to which the switch will respond. Plus, you can also adjust the length of time the switch will stay on after the initial activation. In the latching mode, the first sound will activate a switch closure and the second will disable it.
This Farm Animal Jumbo Shape Switch plugs into your favorite switch-adapted toy. When all four jumbo puzzle pieces are in place, the toy is activated!

This unique switch is great for teaching cause and effect. Connect a device or toy to the switch, and it will turn on instantly when the shape is put into place. The circular shape has a handle on the back for easy manipulation. Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.
Stacking Ring Cone

This fun stacking toy is great for teaching children how to discriminate between sizes and colors, as well as sharpening visual motor skills. When the colorful wooden rings are stacked in the proper order, the built-in music box will begin to play. The cone is specially designed so that you can plug it into a switch adapted toy. Simply stack the rings properly and the device will activate! When used as a switch, it will activate the toy but will not play music. Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.

Three-Shape Switch with Music Box

This sweet sounding music box is activated by placing the correct shapes where they belong. Every piece has a handle on the back for easy manipulation. This device can work as a stand-alone music box or as an external switch. When plugged into a toy, it activates the toy but does not play music.
SWITCHES: SIMPLE PUSH

Fido Switch

This adorable puppy switch only requires the lightest touch to activate your favorite toy.

Foot Switch

This easy-to-operate switch activates with just a touch of the foot and is coated with an industrial strength polymerized cover.

Happy Clown Switch

This flexible switch encourages the user to swipe or grasp the switch and push it in any direction to activate a toy or device.
This adorable kitty switch only requires the lightest touch to activate your favorite toy.

Mini Saucer Switch

This specially designed switch is ideal for individuals who are unable to control the hand or wrist movements necessary to operate traditional plate switches. The Mini Saucer Switch is activated by a light touch and comes in a compact size for easy portability.

Pancake Switch

This low, extra sensitive, easy-to-access switch provides a large target for activation. The clear cover can even be removed so that an icon or picture can stay in place on top of the switch.

Plate Switch
These brightly-colored plate switches respond to even the slightest touch and are ergonomically designed so that you need only make the slightest movement to contact the sloping plate. Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.

**Saucer Switch**

This handy switch is designed for individuals who are unable to control or sustain the hand or wrist movements necessary to operate traditional plate switches. The Saucer Switch is activated with just a light touch.

**String Switch**

This durable switch is designed especially for people with limited movement. It requires less than half an ounce of tension to activate! The switch comes with 4 super strong suction cups for convenient attachment to most surfaces.
The Switch Hopper is a switch interface! It provides a place to plug switches into a computer. There are 3 switch inputs in Switch Hopper. When you plug a switch (or multiple switches) into the jack, the switch becomes standard mouse clicks (on Windows: left click, middle, right; Mac: left click, drag, control-click). With installation of the accompanying software, you can configure each button to activate any mouse-button event or keystroke you’d like! Switch Hopper does not interfere with the operation of other pointing devices, such as a mouse. It works in addition to your mouse, so you mouse retains all of its normal functions.

This Wheelchair Trainer can be very helpful in determining a person’s perceptual motor skills before purchasing an expensive motorized wheelchair. The trainer contains 4 directional arrows which light up and sound a beeper in response to the direction of the joystick.
Wobble Switch Gooseneck

This switch is perfect for those whose mobility is limited. Complete with an easily adjustable 19” gooseneck, the switch also comes with a clamp that can easily attach to a wheelchair, enabling activation by head motion.

Wobble Switch Plate

This switch only requires the slightest pressure in any direction to activate a toy or device. Four suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.